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SHARPENING STATION TS-740 BY TORMEK

Most benches are too tall to give you the correct control of

your sharpening. When your shoulders are relaxed and your

arms extended about waist high you're in a more comfortable

position. You can apply the right amount of pressure and get

the best results. Based on this all-important observation,

Tormek designed the Sharpening Station TS-740 where you

will always have the perfect working position, adjustable to

your height. Also, with the drawers designed to fit the Tormek

accessory kits, your favourite jigs and accessories is always

at hand and everything has its place. In short, you get a real

sharpening station!

Custom made drawers

Supplied complete with the Tormek drawer inserts for the

accessories that comes with the machine, for the Hand Tool

Kit and for the Woodturner's Kit. (Accessories and jigs not

included.) Three extra drawers with practical rubber matting.

Side Storage

If you work with the special stones you can easily store them

on the side of the station. Two hooks are included.

Quality Construction

Auto-return drawer mechanisms for soft closure. Single,

centralized lock secures all drawers.

Durable Finish

Steel cabinet has a scratch-resistant powder coating. Sleek

design with rounded corners.

Tough Work Surface

Hard moisture proof composite work surface.

Adjustable height

Set the optimal height with the fine adjustment in the feet for

a work surface between 750 mm to 830 mm (29 ½" and 32

2/3") in height. Width 578 mm (22 ¾") Depth 390 mm (15

3/8") Perfectly sized for the Tormek sharpening system

without being too large or intrusive in a workshop!

SKU Option Part # Price

9302468 TS-740 $1650

Model

Type Tool Box Drawers

SKU 9302468

Part Number TS-740

Barcode 7392485006169

Brand Tormek

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg

23 Exhibition Drive, Malaga Western Australia

Monday - Friday 7am-5pm + Sat 8am-4pm

Sales Centre for Sales, Advice + Orders

T +61 8 9209 7400

hello@beyondtools.com
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